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Wright State to
go tobacco free
in July 2017
Wright State will no longer allow tobacco on campus starting July 1, 2017.
“Going tobacco free promotes a healthy environment in which to learn, work and live, for our students,
faculty, staff and visitors, and also better prepares our students for the workplace of today,” David Hopkins, President of WSU, said at a press event.
According to the policy, “Tobacco use, including the sale,
advertising sampling and distribution of tobacco products
and tobacco related items is prohibited in all university
facilities, on all university owned or leased grounds, university owned or operated residence halls and apartments,
and at all university sponsored events regardless of location. Tobacco use is also prohibited in all university vehicles or on any equipment owned, leased or operated by
Wright State University.”
The new tobacco ban includes e-cigarettes and any tobacco-related products, even if they can’t be smoked. The
ban also applies to anyone on campus, even visitors and
volunteers.
The university will make available free cessation programs for those looking to quit smoking, as well as lowcost counseling and medication based solutions.
Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

Photo by: Colton Shrader

What is WSU’s
emergency policy?
Analyzing school safety procedures after recent OSU stabbings
Kristin Baughman
News Editor
Baughman.25@wright.edu

The recent tragedy at
Ohio State University left
the community shocked,
but also left a feeling of
vulnerability. While these
events cannot be planned
for or expected, there are
programs in place if these
events should ever take
place at Wright State.
WSU has emergency
preparedness plans for a
variety of situations. This
plan stresses that police are
trained to respond to these
situations, which means it
is vital for the public to be
calm and patient.
According to this plan, it
is critical to, “Adopt a survival mindset: mentally and
emotionally prepare to con-

front a life threatening risk.”
The plan is then separated
into three categories: figure
out, get out and call out.
This means it is necessary
to have grasp on the events
happening, find a way to
quickly exit from the building and to call 911 and give
information pertaining to
your name, location of the
incident and description of
the suspect.
If it is impossible to escape from the building, the
three steps provided are
to: hide out and keep out,
spread out and take out.
This means to hide in the
closest room or office and
to barricade the door, to
spread out throughout the
room and to keep quiet, as
well as being prepared to
overcome the threat if necessary by force and using
impromptu weapons.
“We all have to always re-

member that these events
can happen anywhere and
we always need to be prepared by taking as much
training as possible and
planning in our minds, asking ourselves the what ifs,”
Sergeant Patrick Ammon
said, Crime Prevention
Manager at WSU said.
“When any incident happens it is always good to
look at our response plans
and make sure we have the
right things in place. We
have a very good response
plan and we train hard on
the topic along with conducting many training
classes for faculty, staff and
students throughout the
year.”
In addition, an emergency alert would be sent to all
students who are registered.
Students can register for
these alerts through Wings
Express.

FAFSA submission Popular grilled cheese restaurant
coming to Fairfield Commons
dates changed
Kristin Baughman
News Editor
Baughman.25@wright.edu

The recent deadline
change of the 2017-18 FAFSA allows more students
time to file. Originally, this
process would not have begun until Jan. 1, 2017; the
recent change has allowed
for registration to begin as
of Oct. 1. The earlier submission date will be a permanent change.
Students are now required
to report income and tax
information from an earlier
tax year, meaning while filing for the 2017-18 FAFSA,

both student and parent will
need to provide tax information from 2015.
Due to asking for older
tax information, this means
estimations will no longer
have to be made. In addition, having the application
three months earlier allows
more students to meet the
necessary deadlines, as well
as more time to explore other financial aid options.
For WSU, the priority filing deadline is Dec. 1, 2016.

Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu
An Ohio chain offering
gourmet grilled cheese sandwiches is coming to Beavercreek in the summer of 2017.
The restaurant will sit outside the Fairfield Commons
mall, next to Bravo, Chuy’s
and J.C. Penny.
“We are seriously excited to
be opening our eighth location in the great city of Dayton,” the owner of Melt Bar &
Grilled, Matt Fish, said. “We’re
looking forward to serving the
best gourmet grilled cheese
sandwiches in the coolest environment that Dayton has
ever seen.”

Other Melt locations include Cleveland, Akron and
Columbus. This is the first
Dayton location for the chain.
The 5,000 square foot building is currently being constructed, with plans for a job
fair early next year to hire staff.
“It’s not just a restaurant; it’s
more of an event,” Melt said in
a release.
Menu items range from the

Monte Cristo grilled cheese,
which features honey ham,
smoked turkey, Swiss, American, crispy battered and deep
fried, powdered sugar, berry
preserves for dipping to the
Parmageddon, which features
potato and onion pierogi,
fresh Napa vodka kraut, sautéed onions, sharp cheddar.
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Starbucks just
quietly raised
their prices again
Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

Starbucks raises prices every year, something
Americans’ just aren’t too happy about. Except this
year, Starbucks raised its prices twice—within four
months.
The Consumerist reported that Starbucks increased
prices for cold drinks and bakery items anywhere
from $0.10 to $0.30 in November.
Starbucks’ sales growth has slowed considerably,
prompting price increases to help their bottom line.
“We continually evaluate pricing on a product-by-product and market-by-market basis in our
stores in order to balance our business needs while
continuing to provide value to our loyal customers
and to attract new customers,” a Starbucks representative told The Consumerist.
In 2014, Starbucks upped prices for medium and
large-sized brewed coffees from $0.10 to $0.15, and
lattes from $0.15 to $0.20.

Classifieds
Learn to serve, bartend or cook at Figlio
while you are in school! We are in need
of bright and energetic people to work
as Hosts, Servers and Cooks in our Town
and Country Location, minutes away
from Campus in Kettering.We offer a
flexible schedule, part-time employment and an upbeat, fun atmosphere to
work! No experience necessary! Closed
on Sundays! Apply in person at 424
E. Stroop Road in Town and Country
Shopping Center.

December 7, 2016

Carrie Fisher penned “The Princess Diarist,” which
is hailed as the intimate, hilarious and revealing
recollection of what happened behind the scenes
on one of the most famous film sets of all time, the
first Star Wars movie. It was also named a PEOPLE
Magazine Best Book of Fall 2016.
It’s been 40 years, and she’s finally spilling some
pretty juicy details—she had an affair with Harrison
Ford as they filmed Star Wars.
Fisher was only 19 when she began her role as Princess Leia, and Harrison Ford was 33 and married to
Mary Marquardt, the mother of his two children.
“I looked over at Harrison. A hero’s face — a few
strands of hair fell over his noble, slightly furrowed
brow,” she wrote. “How could you ask such a shining specimen of a man to be satisfied with the likes
of me?”
Harrison Ford was notified that she was letting
the cat out of the bag, and his only reaction was a
humorous, “Lawyer!”
It turns out that chemistry on screen was more than
just acting.

Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

Here’s why you
can’t get that song
out of your head
They’re called earworms—those pesky tunes from
the radio that repeat over and over in our heads.
We’ve all experienced them, whether it was “I can
show you the world / shining shimmering splendid,”
or “Just a small town girl/ living in a lonely world”—
you know what I’m talking about!
Earworms are weird, which is why scientists decided to study them.
A 2014 study in the journal Psychology of Aesthetics, Creativity and the Arts decided to take a closer
look at what makes an earworm so catchy.
“There are certain features of a melody that make
a song more likely to become an earworm,” Kelly
Jakubowski, one of the study’s authors, said.
Up-tempo songs with familiar melody sets that were
both catchy and persistent were the most likely to
become earworms. After surveying thousands of
study participants, researchers found that the more
up-tempo a song, the more likely it is to be stuck in
your head.
“It’s like the brain is searching for an optimal level of
complexity in the melody,” Jakubowski said. “It has
to be interesting, but not too complicated for the
brain to remember.”
Jakubowski also said that the earworms are independent of regular thought. They pop into your
head, even if the lyrics don’t have anything to do
with what you’re doing.
So how do you get rid of the earworm?
Often, we get parts of a song stuck in our head
because we don’t have closure. That means we don’t
know how the song ends. We might just have heard
the melody or chorus on the radio, but we’re not
completely sure what happens next. A good way to
banish the song from your brain is to listen to the
whole song.

Your photo could be shown here! Just
include #WSUGUARDIAN to enter
and your Instagram of WSU could be
chosen for our next issue.
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Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

HBO is releasing a
“Game of Thrones” line
of wines

Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

Photo
of the Week

Carrie Fisher and Harrison
Ford had an affair during
the filming of Star Wars
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There’s never enough ways to exploit a fabulous TV
series, which is why HBO teamed up with Vintage
Wine Estates and are creating a Game of Thrones
themed line of wines. From Chardonnay to Cabernet Sauvignon, GoT has got you covered.
We’re not sure which one would be Tyrion’s favorite,
so we’ll just have to try them all.
The wines are priced from $19.99 to $29.99, and the
specific details are still under wraps. We do know,
however, that they’ll hit the shelves in spring of
2017.

Here’s why kissing
is so important in a
relationship
Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

It turns out you’re kissing your partner for more reasons than you originally thought! In a recent study,
researchers show that kissing is a subconscious
human interaction that judges whether you and your
potential partner are suitable or compatible.
One of the study’s authors, Rafael Wlodarski, wrote,
“There are three main theories about the role that
kissing plays in sexual relationships: that it somehow
helps assess the genetic quality of potential mates;
that it is used to increase arousal (to initiate sex for
example); and that it is useful in keeping relationships together. We wanted to see which of these
theories held up under closer scrutiny.”
The survey showed that women placed more emphasis on kissing than men. The study also went on to
explain that kissing might be a subconscious way to
test out your partner as a potential mate, using tastes
and smells. (Always have a mint handy, right?)
Further more, kissing throughout a long-term
relationship was linked with longer, happier relationships than couples who kissed less as time went on.
The study stated, “Kissing frequency was found to be
related to relationship satisfaction. The findings of
this research showed very little evidence to support
the hypothesis that the primary function of kissing is
to elevate levels of arousal.”
facebook.com/theguardianonline
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Health insurance app an Campus Paratransit
Service making a difference
asset to faculty
Sarah Cavender
News Writer
Cavender.8@wright.edu
Along with the many
other
applications
Wright State has released in September, the
university launched a
smartphone app for faculty that receives their
insurance through the
university. The app, Castlight, allows its users
to search for the cost
of different procedures
or labs, medical visits
and track their coverage
plan.
Since the release of
the app, there has been
a positive response from
the employees that use it.
Benefits analysts, Monica Mack stated, “About
30 percent of those that
have the insurance are
currently using the app.”
Benefit eligible em-

ployees are able to accept
the insurance Wright
State provides through
Anthem. Those that already have insurance
can download the app
or sign up online for the
Castlight Tool. This app
provides the options to
view plans, procedures
and costs. There is more
information that is available on the Human Resources website under
benefits.
This app is not available to students who
have insurance through
Wright State, however,
those that did accept
insurance have a separate application that
is available. UHC StudentResources, can be
used on smartphone devices and downloaded
through iTunes or Google Play.
This app has some
similarities to the app

that is used through
Castlight. With the student app, a user can view
their ID cards, search for
a local provider within
the coverage plan and
view claims. This is provided through United
Healthcare. The plans
through United Healthcare are tailored to college students and they
are provided through
the university. For information about the United
Healthcare application
can be found on their
website.
Both of these applications are directed at
saving people money in
the world of healthcare.
Making them more efficient in knowing the
local costs of providers
and procedures. These
applications are both
free and have online access as well as the app.

Kristin Baughman
News Editor
Baughman.25@wright.edu

Paratransit is a free
service on campus, providing students with
disabilities door-to-door
campus transportation.
This service operates
using two vans, which
are available on a firstcome, first-served basis,
that have the ability to
transport two students
using wheelchairs in
addition to two or three
passengers at a time.
Students who are eligible for this service have
the ability to set up a regularly scheduled ride or
request one-time rides
as they are needed.
To use the paratransit
service, a student must
first register with the Office of Disability Services
(ODS). Once registered,
the student must meet
with an ODS case manager to request a paratransit eligibility review.
Once approved by ODS,

the student is then able
to contact Parking and
Transportation to schedule a ride.
This service operates
on a fixed weekly schedule, which is based upon
the scheduling needs of
the class schedules of
the students who regularly use paratransit. To
schedule an appointment, a minimum of 24
hours’ notice is needed.
Alisha Tinker, 29-yearold residential student,
uses this service regularly, finding it helpful getting around at WSU.
“Paratransit is an excellent alternative to using the shuttle. The shuttle is nice, however, my
schedule requires me to
be on campus at a earlier
than the shuttle can be
here,” Tinker said. “I also
have classes at the Nutter
Center, and I would always miss the shuttle to
the Nutter Center. Plus,
with paratransit, they
take you directly where
you need to go. I live in

The Village and don’t
have to worry about
missing the shuttle, or
getting on one shuttle
and missing the other to
go to places like the Nutter Center.”
Currently, only three
students use this service
on a regular basis.
“You know, other than
by word of mouth and
one of my classes last
year, they don’t really advertise it too much,” Tinker said. “I think if they
advertised it more, then
perhaps more students
would use it. I also think
that for some people
coming to college they
want the independence
of being able to do things
on their own and not
having to rely on others.
I think so students also
live in Hamilton or places closer so they don’t
feel like they need to use
it.”

Up to 20 percent rebate
available for summer courses
for undergrad students
We Serve U at WSU wraps
Kristin Baughman
News Editor

Baughman.25@wright.edu

Once again, Wright
State will be giving the
opportunity for all undergrad students to receive up to a 20 percent
rebate by taking classes
during the summer semester.
This plan was introduced last spring, and it
allows students to apply
this rebate for up to three
credit hours. This will allow undergrad students
to save up to $236 dollars at the Dayton campus and up to $159 at the
Lake campus.
To be eligible for this
rebate program, the
student must be a degree-seeking
student
who is a resident in
Ohio, in addition to being an undergrad student. Students must have
already completed 24

credit hours in the fall
2016 and spring 2017
semesters to receive this
rebate.
This program was introduced as a way to help
lower costs for undergrad students, according
to Provost Thomas Sudkamp.
“We are trying to
save students money as
quickly as we can. The
Summer Tuition Rebate
had immediate impact
on the cost of attendance
for Ohio undergraduate
students last summer
and we hope next summer it will have the same
or greater impact,” Sudkamp said.
Other initiatives taken
to lower the cost for students include increasing
the availability of more
affordable textbooks and
participating in College Credit Plus, which
is a state-run program
that allows high school
students to take college

courses and earn credit
for both high school and
college classes.
Summer courses are
encouraged, due to the
fact these can help students catch up on credits
or stay on track for their
intended
graduation
date.
“Whether students are
trying to save money or
graduate early, taking
one course each summer — in addition to
the normal course load
of 15 to 18 credit hours
during fall and spring
semesters — could help
them complete their degree as much as a semester early, saving tuition
and getting them out
into the workforce,” said
Amanda Steele-Middleton, university registrar
at WSU.
Last summer, the rebate program awarded
more than 2,000 students, who saved more
than $460,000 in tuition.

The Guardian’s Matchmaker is a better fire
starter that the smartphone app alternitive.
Submit romantic enquiries, email:
WrightStateGuardian@gmail.com

For more questions,
e-mail
paratransit@
wright.edu

up Holiday Gift Program
Cortney Veneman
Editorial Intern
Veneman.3@wright.edu

The We Serve U organization wrapped up
their Holiday Gift Program this Christmas
season to support families in need around the
Dayton area.
Since Nov. 14, We
Serve U provided Wright
State with a way to give
back to the community by donating Christmas gifts in bins placed
around campus or signing up to buy presents
for an entire family.
The gifts put in bins
were donated to For Love
of Children (FLOC), a
volunteer organization
that aids in helping children in the Dayton area,
whether they be in foster care or are in need of
additional support from
the community. The
“Adopt a Family” gifts
were given to the Greene
County Children’s Services to be distributed
directly to the families.
The Holiday Gift Program was ran last year by
only one individual until
it grew too big and needed extra support, which
is how We Serve U be-

came involved. “Last
year, we collected 364
gifts for Greene County Families through the
“Adopt A Family” program and 450 gift donations for Montgomery
county families through
FLOC. Our goal is to exceed these numbers,”said
We Serve U Co-Chair,
Joanie Hendricks.
We Serve U has been
busy this year as they
have hosted many other donation services in
the Dayton community, such as the Cards for
Kids, which ended up
producing 225 Holiday
and Get Well cards for
patients at the Dayton
Children’s Hospital. Next
order of business for We

Serve U is the crayon
donation drive, “Crayons to Classrooms”, that
will be held early next
year, during the Spring
semester.
Hendricks is also collecting Box Tops for
Education labels at 350
University Hall for all
who want to donate in
helping Riverside’s Savile
Elemetary school. The
objective is to help provide enough school supplies for those students
who cannot obtain them
otherwise.
If any students or faculty are interested in volunteering with We Serve
U, contact weserveu@
wright.edu for more information.

We Serve U during the Sept. 11 Volunteer Fair.

facebook.com/theguardianonline
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Student Spotlight: Mixed
interests make for success
Kasi Ferguson
Features Writer
ferguson.137@wright.edu

Biomedical engineering and Greco-Roman culture
aren’t topics that seem to go hand-in-hand, but upperclassman Margaret Myers has been busy fitting
both into her class schedule.
A Wright State transfer student, she’s known that
she wanted to enter the engineering field since visiting a medical center in Washington D.C. From ergonomics for shoes to creating prosthetics, biomedical
engineering includes a wide range of job options. It’s
not just the trip to D.C. that piqued her interest in
the medical field, though.
“I also wanted to get involved because my dad was
in a motorcycle accident in the eighties, and his leg
was set wrong, so his knee is wearing out because
of it,” Myers said. “To get it replaced, since he’s so
young, he’d have to get it replaced again later. It’s not
painless to walk, like it is for you and I.”
She went on to say that ensuring that those in medical practice having access to the proper technology for helping people is important to her, and that
knowing people in the field will give her many job
opportunities after college.
Although she’s been hard at work in her major-re-

lated coursework, she’s still putting in the effort to
study other subjects she loves, even if they won’t be
her source of income later in life. Classical culture
has always caught Myers’ attention. After taking the
Greek and Roman Culture course offered by the
Classics department, she was hooked.
“It was just so much fun to learn about,” Myers
said, “so when I got an offer to be a Learning Assistant for the class, I was stoked.”
A Learning Assistant is a student worker within
the Student Success Center who aids in large lecture classes to make sure lessons and activities run
smoothly. Being an assistant in the course offers students an opportunity to reassociate with their favorite subjects and help other students currently taking
the course to understand it.
“[Greek and Roman culture] isn’t something that’s
going to be a part of my career, but I just think it’s
really interesting. I’m glad I can relearn some of the
content [of the class].”
Myers’ path at Wright State is only one of the ways
for students to get involved in many of their favorite subjects - and she manages to help others trying
to learn while she’s at it. To find out more about the
engineering or classics subjects offered, check the
Wright State website.

Margaret Myers, a biomedical engineering major, also works as
a Learning Assistant for a Greek and Roman Culture Class
Photo by Colton Shrader

There’s an “Adulting”
How to celebrate the
school in Portland, Maine
holidays in Dayton area that teaches you how to
Adam Ramsey
Features Editor
Ramsey.55@wright.edu
Christmas time can be
one of the happiest times
of the year, and to revel
in the joy of the holidays you can spend your
time celebrating at these
events in the local area.
“A Christmas Carol”
at La Comedia
Until Friday, Dec. 30,
you can watch the classic story of Ebeneezer
Scrooge with a musical
twist while enjoying a
buffet-style dinner featuring entrees like deep
fried Norwegian cod and
turkey and cornbread
stuffing with cranberry
sauce. Individual ticket
prices range from $59
to $75. Show dates and
times will vary. For more
information visit lacomedia.com.
Elf, the Musical Jr.
Fans of this classic
Christmas movie can
see a stage adaptation
for kids at the Town Hall
Theater on 27 North
Main Street in Centerville. The show runs
from Dec. 2 through
Dec. 18. Show dates and
times vary.
North Pole Express
Train Ride
LM&M Railroad at
127 South Mechanic St.

in Lebanon is offering
a train ride with Santa.
During the hour long
train ride, Santa and his
elves will visit the families on the train for pictures and more. Families
can enjoy riding with
Santa until Dec. 27. Advanced registration is
required for this event.
Visit lebanonrr.com for
more information.
A Carillon Christmas
Carillon Park has a
light display accompanied with Santa Claus,
craft
demonstrations,
live music and more.
There are additional
activities, such as The
Midnight Express train
ride, a holiday scavenger
hunt, and a Carousel of
Dayton Innovation ride.
A Carillon Christmas
will be in operation until Dec. 30. Tickets are
$8 for adults and $5 for
children.
Clifton Mill Christmas Lights
From Nov. 25 until
Jan. 1 you can see a village lit up with 3.5 million christmas lights at
Clifton Mill. Santa Claus
can also be seen in his
workshop checking his
list and loading his sleigh
with gifts. The gates are
open every day from 5
p.m. to 9 p.m. and the
lights come on at 6 p.m.

Tickets are $10 for adults
and children under seven get in for free.
Fort Saint Clair
Whispering Christmas
Fort Saint Clair Park
at 135 Camden road in
Eaton has a free, drivethrough and walkthrough light display
of 2 million lights from
Nov. 25 to Dec. 31. There
will also be a visit with
Santa and refreshments.
Donations are graciously
accepted.
Family Movie Series
at The Neon
Want to see a classic Christmas movie
in a theater? The Neon
on 130 East Fifth St. is
showing “The Grinch”
on Dec. 10 and “It’s a
Wonderful Life” on Dec.
17, both at noon. Admission is free for kids
12 and under and $2 for
adults.
The Nutcracker with
Dayton Ballet
You can see one of the
most traditional Christmas performances performed by a local Ballet
group at the Schuster
Center from Friday, Dec.
16 to Friday, Dec. 23.
Dayton Ballet’s show is
back dropped with music by the Dayton Philharmonic. Tickets cost
$21-$72.

survive real life
Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu
Created by psychotherapist Rachel Weinstein and writer and
teacher Katie Brunelle,
The Adulting School located in Portland, Maine
is home to workshops,
webinars and events that
are aimed at teaching
snake people basic life
skills. Thus, “adulting.”
“We know you’re sick
of feeling like you’re pretending to be a grownup and that someone’s
going to realize you don’t
know the sh%#t you’re
supposed to know,” their
website states.
The school offers information that isn’t
taught in school, like
health and wellness, financial basics, relationships, communication
and basic fix-it/make-it
skills. It’s especially beneficial for snake people
with social anxiety, who
aren’t sure whether or

4
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You can even take the
“Adulting IQ” test from
the comfort of your
computer chair, which
is the perfect way to analyze where your knowledge on certain topics is
lacking.
While live events are
only taking place in
Portland, Maine, the
webinars and other resources are available to
anyone with a computer.
So if you weren’t taught
how to do the laundry,
change a tire, or balance
your checkbook, you’ve
come to the right place.

New Study: Depression affects
the stomach; anxiety the skin
Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

Photo Courtesy of www.cliftonmill.com

not they should admit
that they don’t know
how to do something.
The school was formed
in the wake of snake
people entering “the real
world” without the basic information and life
skills that previous generations possessed at the
same age. However, the
school has drawn a huge
amount of criticism
from those who think
the students should already know how to manage “real life issues,” or
at least could figure out
how to do them on their
own.

Psychologists at the
University of Basel and
Ruhr University Bochum are making waves
with their recent research regarding anxiety
and depression and how
they individually affect
the body.
Their study has shown
that depression commonly follows with arthritis and digestive
system issues. Anxiety
tends to be followed by
skin issues and diseases.
The study shows that
certain diseases and conditions are more likely
@wsuguardian

to follow if the subject
previously suffered from
anxiety or depression.
“For the first time, we
have established that epilepsy is followed by an
increased risk of eating
disorders — a phenomenon, that had previously
been described only in
single case reports. This
suggests that approaches to epilepsy treatment

facebook.com/theguardianonline

could also have potential in the context of eating disorders,” Marion
Tegethoff, the study’s
lead author, said.
The study concluded,
“Findings suggest that
mental disorders are antecedent risk factors of
certain physical diseases
in early life, but also vice
versa.”

News 5

The Great Barrier
Reef is still alive
Kristin Baughman
News Editor
Baughman.25@wright.edu

The news of the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) being
pronounced dead in October left the world shocked
and disappointed.
An article written by Outside Magazine published
an obituary for the GBR, citing its lifespan from 25
million BC until 2016. According to the article, the
notoriety and coral bleaching were two factors that
led to its deteriorating health.
“The Great Barrier Reef of Australia passed away
in 2016 after a long illness. It was 25 million years
old,” the article said.
Russell Brainard, chief of the Coral Reef Ecosystem
Program at NOAA’s Pacific Islands Fisheries Science
Center, told HuffPost that he believes the article was
stressing the urgency of the condition of the GBR,
but those who did not read the article with any context of the situation “are going to take it at face value
that the Great Barrier Reef is dead.”
According to Tony Davis, and environmental reporter, “Reports of the Great Barrier Reef ’s death are
greatly exaggerated, say scientists, booing Outside
Magazine.”
The Cornell Cooperative Extension at Rockland
County tweeted their thoughts on the matter saying,

ArtsFair brings diverse
crowd to learn about
creative arts program

The Wright State
Creative Arts Center holds popular
events ranging from
theatre performances and dance recitals to gallery shows and the annual
Arts Gala. ArtsFair, held on December 3rd, allowed
for a wider range of age groups to learn about what
goes on in the fine and performing arts programs.
“It’s a community outreach event. It’s a chance to
have fun, to come to Wright State and see what we’re
about and have fun doing it,” said Nancy Patton, Administrative Specialist in the Art & Art History Department.
Dance and acting lessons, musical activities, printmaking, face painting and more occurred. Students
and faculty got involved by leading classes, putting
on performances, and essentially displaying their talents for those in attendance. The theatre department’s
latest production of No, No, Nanette! was performed,
as well as a Mozart-Disney mashup called The Frozen
Flute.
The last activity of the day was a performance of
“Oklahoma,” wherein young adult members of the
Musical Theatre/Acting Prep Program (MAPP) gave
scripts to the audience previous to the performance.
Audience members were pulled on stage and allowed
to participate, resulting in a ragtag and amusing performance of the classic story.
“It gave the children a chance to do a lot of different activities and experience a lot of different things
[within the fine arts program],” said Patton. “It’s a
great opportunity for families.”
The event is a chance for anyone to enjoy a day immersed in the fine arts, and learn more about the artistic opportunities for students at Wright State.
Kasi Ferguson
Ferguson.137@wright.edu
Features Writer

“’Great Barrier Reef is Dying NOT Dead! The message should be that it isn’t too late… not we should
all give up.’”
The GBR is the world’s largest coral reef ecosystem.
It covers more than 300,000 square kilometers, consisting of more than 3,000 reefs, 600 islands and 300
coral cays.
While the condition of the GBR is grave, there are
hopes for a recovery effort to save the GBR. According to a report by the ARC Centre of Excellence for
Coral Reef Studies, 93 percent of the reef is affected
by bleaching, which puts the GBR at a high risk for
extinction. Bleaching occurs when coral are put under extreme stress by changes in conditions such as
temperature, light, or nutrients. In these conditions,
they expel symbiotic algae from their tissues, causing
them to turn white.
However, there are concerns the publishing of the
obituary that over-exaggerated the condition will
stop people from helping with the effort, thinking it
is a lost cause
Professor John Pandolfi from the ARC Centre at
the University of Queensland, expressed optimism
for its recovery.
“It is critically important now to bolster the resilience of the reef, and to maximize its natural capacity
to recover,” Pandolfi said. “The reef is no longer as resilient as it once was, and it’s struggling to cope with
three bleaching events in just 18 years.”

Photo Courtesy of National Geographic

Holiday Bazaar
raises funds for
student scholarship
The Annual Holiday
Bazaar is back for its
second year.
Staff Writer
The Holiday Bazaar
is an event that is organized by the Asian Hispanic Native American Center
(AHNA) center to raise funds for the student scholarship program Alina Syed the president of the WSU
Asian Student Association said.
This event is held in Millett atrium from Dec.2 to
Dec.9, if there are still items to be sold.
It is open to students, faculty and anyone else who
would like to do Christmas shopping.
The whole idea and reason for this event is to help
and support students. Last year the, AHNA did a
great job by raising $500, promoting them to raise
the goal to $700 this year.
“At the event, you will see a variety of unique holiday gifts-some handmade, by students and some donated by families or friends,” Syed said.
Syed continued, “We have a wide variety of gifts
and items that we sell. Some of our homemade gifts
consists of hot cocoa jars, snowman ornaments, candy jars, and hand-painted ceramic bells. Some of the
donated items are wreaths, Russian dolls, ethnic baskets, paintings, and much more.”
Last year the turnout was great, but this year they
are hoping to have many more people including students come out and support the campus and fellow
students with the scholarship program.
“We had a fantastic turnout last year, the campus
was very supportive of our cause and we are so happy
that we had so many people come out and support
our scholarship program,” Syed said.
“We hope that everyone comes out to support our
efforts and we would love to have you stop by and see
our wonderful selection of holiday items,” Syed said.
Kelsey Powell
Powell.210@wright.edu

Kwanzaa celebration is a
hit at WSU
Kelsey Powell
Staff Writer
Powell.210@wright.edu

Kwanzaa has been celebrated for many years,
since 1966, when the
holiday was founded by
Maulana Karenga who
was the former chair of the black studies department
at California State University.
“Kwanzaa is a black holiday that signifies unity,
positive images, and values in the continuous struggle of blacks for full economic, political and social
equality in American life,” Nycia Lattimore the Bolinga Black Cultural Resource Assistant Director said.
WSU is helping to keep these values on campus
with a Pre-Kwanzaa Celebration that was on Dec.1
this year, but records denote WSU celebrated Kwanzaa as early as 1993 Edward Tyman, Director of the
Bolinga Black Cultural Resources said.
Normally Kwanzaa is celebrated from Dec. 26 to
Jan.1 in which blacks gather to celebrate the meaning
of Kwanzaa which means “first fruits of the harvest”
in Swahili, said Lattimore.
“Kwanzaa is a choice and not a substitute for
Christmas. In fact, most people who celebrate Kwanzaa also celebrate Christmas.”
Lattimore continued, “Although not a religious
holiday, the events are based on African American
themes that are open to people of any race or background.”
“The Pre-Kwanzaa celebration was dedicated to introducing and reinforcing the seven basic values of
African culture that contribute to building and reinforcing family, community and culture,” Lattimore
said.
The celebration had many ceremonies and activities which included Mother Nozipo Glenn who
poured the libation.
“We also had African drumming, followed by keynote speaker Pastor Peter Matthews, United Theological Seminary, a review of the seven principles by

students and a performance by the WSU dance ensemble. A reception immediately followed the program,” Lattimore said.
“Kwanzaa provides another opportunity for black
Americans and our students to celebrate their heritage, struggles. And practice culturally affirming
thoughts and habits.”
Lattimore continued, “This celebration and its
principles continue to educate, inspire and recognize
our strength as a people.”
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Disney’s “Moana” a hit for all ages
Kelsey Powell
Staff Writer
Powell.210@wright.edu

Moana is the story of
a brave young girl who
goes on a journey to save
her island in the South
Pacific.
After the demigod,
Maui, stole the heart relic of a goddess, the ocean
chooses Moana to return
the heart relic and bring
the island back to its
fruitful state of providing for the people.
Fulfilling her destiny,
Moana (played by Auli’i Cravalho) saves her
island with the help of
Maui (played by Dwayne
“The Rock” Johnson)
and becomes the next in
line to be the chief of her
people.

Also, you can’t forget
the sidekicks in the movie, like Hei Hei the rooster (who is hilarious and
really steals the show at
some points) and Moana’s adorable little pet
pig Pua.
This movie was amazing in so many ways.
First off, the animation
was top notch with the
colors, the way it captures the likeness of the
ocean and the natural
beauty of the island.
Next, the music was
great and something that
gets stuck in your head.
That’s not a bad thing,
especially since it was
written by Lin-Manuel
Miranda, the creator of
“Hamilton.”
Lastly, the movie is for

every age, and boys and
girls alike will enjoy this
movie.
Moana sends the message that many can relate
to: finding yourself and
taking that journey to
really find who you are
on the inside.
Moana does find that
she was meant for this
job of returning the relic and to also become
a master way-finder by
sailing the ocean and
learning its ways.
This message translates to everyone but especially little girls looking for a princess that is
brave and can take care
of herself without a man
or love interest to save
her or waiting for her at
the end of the movie.

吀甀甀搀愀礀礀 ⴀ ␀㈀ 䈀甀爀最攀爀爀 ☀ ␀ 吀漀琀琀
圀攀搀渀渀搀愀礀礀 ⴀ ␀ 䜀爀椀氀氀攀攀 䌀栀攀攀攀 ☀ ␀ 吀漀琀琀
琀甀爀猀搀愀礀礀 ⴀ ␀�瀀 㠀⸀㌀⸀㘀䈀爀愀琀琀 ☀ ␀ 吀漀琀琀
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What is your favorite
holiday tradition?

Mukesh Nadimpalli,
Graduate student in
Computer Engineering
“My favorite holiday in my culture is
Diwali. It’s also called
the festival of lights.
The way we celebrate
it is entirely different.
We gather, have some
dance performances
and stuff here. However, back in my country, every house in the
country will be lit with
candle lights. Every
house will be full of
light, and we celebrate
it with confetti crackers and fireworks. I
used to start making
fireworks a week before the festival starts.
I used to make them
myself when I was a
child, but now I don’t
have that much time.
That’s my favorite
festival.”

Tae Park, Sophomore
in Computer Science
“Around this time in
South Korea we celebrate the harvest, so
usually the family will
get together and make
some food. It’s about
the full moon, so
everyone will gather up, watch the full
moon and share
stories about their life.
The government sets
up three days for a
holiday, so in America, people generally
set up their vacation
themselves, but in
Korea all the stores,
markets and schools
break for three days
to go home and spend
time with the family.
My favorite holiday is
Children’s Day. I don’t
have to go to school,
and because it’s Children’s Day and they
need their parents,
the parents stay home
from work. There are
also a lot of events
happening that day as
well.”

Got a tip? Send it over
to the Guardian at
Kelley.90@wright.edu

@wsuguardian

facebook.com/theguardianonline

Jiale Lyn, Junior in
Computer Science
“In China the biggest
festival is the Spring
Festival.
It’s in February, but
the date changes every
year because we use
the lunar calendar. We
celebrate for almost
15 days for the Spring
Festival, and before
the first day is like
New Year’s Eve, so all
the family members
will get together for
dinner. Almost all
the chinese people
will watch a television
show, even though it’s
very boring. While
watching that show,
we will talk to each
other and eat some
snacks. After midnight we watch fireworks. My favorite
part is that the parents
will give their children
money
in red envelopes.”

Tips

Tips

Arts & Entertainment 7
Crossword Puzzle

Across:

3
4
7
8
11
12
16
17
21
25
26
27
30
31
32
33
34
37
39
41
kles
42
43

Thanksgiving Indian hero
Recent forest fires
Saudi Arabian city
This golfer returned
Latest Disney film
Country of soccer plane crash
NYC animal
Farewell to Arms author
Substance used to destroy insects
Dayton tree lighting spot
Cold breakfast
Pirate garb
Horn of overflowing bounty
Your mom’s dad
New Beavercreek restaurant
Skin spots
Rope-like strands of hair
Mr. Bingley’s sister
Historical musical
Fried dough rounds often including sprin-

1
2
5
6
9
10
13
14
15
18
19
20
22
23
24
26
28
29
35
36
38
40

NYC borough
NY city
Director; unusual
Gorilla of repute
Horizon League team
Cancer professional
Common Thanksgiving dish
Blue/Purple
Dusty Star Wars planet
Scattered across campus; _______ carts
Famous Arnold film
WSU dance marathon
December holiday
Black ______; $$$
Watch brand
Dayton suburb
Jupiter moon
Muscle in arm
‘_____________roasting by an open fire’
Small dog with big eyebrows
Dark style of beer
The serve is out

Novel by Daphne Du Maurier
Japanese city

Down:
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Wright State faces another
lawsuit from tennis player
Blake Sutherland

Sports Writer
Sutherland.21@wright.edu

Photo by: Joseph Craven

Raiders lose on the road to Penn State
Blake Sutherland
Sports Writer
Sutherland.21@wright.edu

Wright State men’s
basketball team (6-3)
dropped their second
straight road game to the
Penn State Nitty Lions
(6-3) on Saturday, Dec.
3, 72-50.
Despite the lopsided
result the Raiders kept
the score close in the
first half by holding the
Nitty Lions to 34 percent
shooting from field on
10-29 shooting.
The Raiders, however,
never found their mark
from the field shooting
22 percent in the first
half and 24 percent for
the game.
Wright State went
into halftime only down
four with, junior Mark
Alstork leading the

team in scoring, with
15 points, and no other Raider scoring more
than four.
By the end of the game,
Penn State ran away with
the lead extending it to
as much as 27 late in the
second half. Wright State
never led in the game.
The defense of Penn
State controlled the
game by forcing Wright
State to commit 17
turnovers to their eight
assists. Penn State also
recorded ten blocks in
the game, eight of them
coming from freshman
Mike Watkins. Watkins
also finished the game
with eight points and
nine rebounds.
For
the
Raiders,
Alstork finished with
a team high 15, never
scoring in the second
half, and junior Justin

Mitchell added nine
points and 11 rebounds.
Before dropping two
straight the Wright
State’s 6-1 record was
the teams best start since
their 2000-01 season under coach Ed Schilling
when the team went 1811.
Alstork has cooled
down after getting off
to a hot start at the start
of the season. After five
games his 29 ppg led the
nation in scoring. Now
averaging 21.6 a contest
Alstork still flirts with
Bill Edwards 1992-93
school scoring average
record of 25.2.
The Raiders will, once
again, be on the road for
their next game against
Loyola (7-2) in Chicago,
Dec. 7 at 8 p.m. The game
will also be available to
stream on ESPN3.

A Whole New Type of Account!
ONLY SPEND WHAT YOU HAVE IN YOUR ACCOUNT
• Use your debit card to make purchases and
pay bills.
• You can’t spend what you don’t have, so there
are no overdraft fees.* No overdraft fees REALLY
means no overdraft fees.**
• No minimum account balance or deposit required.
• Low $4 monthly fee, along with any applicable
Member Choice fees.

Wright State University has once again faced
another lawsuit, filed
against former athlete
from the men’s tennis
team, for violations of
his due process rights.
This is the second case
filed against the university after former tennis
athletes Diego Venegas
and Marc Sodini sued
the school.
The latest case, filed
by the “John Doe” tennis athlete, follows the
incidents involving the
tennis team in January
of 2016 when the spring
season was cancelled
and nine of the 11 members of the team were expelled under allegations
of sexual misconduct.
In the lawsuit, more
details are noted, explaining the possible
events that took place
with the former members of the team.
The two athletes that
filed complaints against
John Doe and the rest
of the team alleged that
they forced them to do
chores, verbally harassed
them, and sexually assaulted them on the bus
following meets.
It states in the lawsuit
that the two athletes allege that John Doe and
other members of the
team would “digital-

ly penetrate their anus
through their clothing”,
not only on the bus but
on other occasions as
well.
John Doe, like Venegas
and Sodini, has denied
these allegations. John
Doe has also denied
the allegations of using
homophobic and racist
language towards the
two athletes who filed
the complaints, citing
his African-American
Godfather and having
“always been respectful
of other races and cultures.”
Following investigation into the allegations
and a meeting with
Wright State University’s Gender-Based Harassment and Violence
Hearing panel the John
Doe was found responsible for violations of
bias, deliberate touching
of another’s sexual parts
without consent, verbal
harassment and hazing.
John Doe, a Texas resident, was expelled from
the university losing out
on his tennis scholar-

ship which was valued at
more than $30,000.
Similar to Venegas and
Sodini’s lawsuit outside
of Wright State named
in the suit, Wright State’s
Director of Community
Standards and Student
Conduct, Dr. Chris Taylor, was named as well.
Dr.
Sarah
Twill,
Wright State University’s
University Appeals Panel Chair and Matthew
Boaz, Director of Office
of Equity and Inclusion
are the two other defendants named in the lawsuit.
The 33 page lawsuit,
which is demanding a
jury, lists the counts of
violation of due process
provisions of United
States and Ohio constitutions, violations of
Title IX and a breach of
contract.
If the judgement falls
in favor of John Doe, the
amount of the awarding
damages will be determined at the trial.
The lawsuit was dated
from Nov. 14, 2016.

No Overdraft Fees,
No Worries!
Make sense of your spending.
Make it easier to manage your
money.
Get CentsibleSpend TM today!
Visit WPCU in the Student Union
or a location near you!
(937) 775-5797 • www.WPCU.coop/CentsibleSpend

*While this account prevents you from overdrawing in most cases, there may still be times when your account could have a negative balance. This could happen
if a transaction is approved for one amount, but the actual charge is more than the amount of money in your account. For example, when you use your debit
card for a meal at a restaurant and then add a tip. In this situation, the full payment may go through but the tip may result in a negative balance on your
account, but we will not charge you an overdraft fee or a NSF fee.
**WPCU will not charge overdraft fees. However, depending on the circumstance, it is possible you could receive a third-party fee.
Wright-Patt Credit Union is the Official Financial Institution of the Wright State University Community.

Save Better. Borrow Smarter. Learn A Lot!
www.WPCU.coop • (800) 762-0047
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College Football Playoff
Cameron Summers
Sports Editor
Summers.43@wright.edu

As the college football regular season has
drawn to an end and
the selection committee
has made its decisions
for who will make the
College Football Playoff
there has been no shortage of excitement.
Coming in with the
number one seed is Alabama who has been at
the top since the beginning of the season and
is the only undefeated
team in the playoff. They
are the heavy favorites in
the first game of the playoffs as they will be taking
on number four seed
Washington in the Chicfil-a Peach Bowl. Early
polls have Alabama as
14-point favorites to win
the game and don’t give
the Pac-12 champions
much of a chance.
On the other side of
the bracket playing in the
PlayStation Fiesta Bowl
is the number two seed

in Clemson who lost to
Alabama in the championship game last season
by a score of 45-40. This
season you can imagine
that they will be wanting
to come back and take
the championship after
being so close the year
prior. Standing in their
way is the number three
seeded Ohio State who

is looking to ride a huge
win over Michigan to
propel them to the top.
The Buckeyes are three
point favorites in the
early polls to make it to
the championship. This
is a spread that is very
narrow and could very
well change by game day.
The games are to be
played on Dec. 31. The

Chic-fil-a Peach Bowl is
to be played at 3 pm and
the PlayStation Fiesta
Bowl is to be played at
7 pm. The two winners
will face off in the National
Championship
Game on Monday Jan. 9
at 8 pm to see who will
take home the mighty
title of National Champions.

Wright State Women’s
Basketball drops two games
over Thanksgiving
Cameron Summers

Sports Editor
Summers.43@wright.edu

The Wright State
women’s basketball team
was coming into thanksgiving break on fire as
they had started the season with a 4-0 record.
Unfortunately for the
Raiders they faced two
very tough opponents in
Georgetown and Clemson whom they lost to in
the San Juan Shootout in
Daytona Beach, FL.
On
Thanksgiving
Day, the Raiders played
Georgetown, a game
in which they lost by a
score of 60-67. Wright
State led in many statistics, but not the one that
matters most, points.
The Raiders out rebounded Georgetown
41-38 and had more assists as well (13-10). The
Raiders struggled scoring especially from the
FT line where they shot
abysmal 52.9 percent

from the charity stripe.
The following day
Wright State fell once
again, only this time to
the hands of the Clemson Tigers. In this game
offense was a huge struggle for the Raiders as they
shot under 20 percent
from the field in each of
the first three quarters.
The late surge was not
enough for them to come
back from the 30-point
deficit they faced entering the final quarter.
The Raiders were also
heavily out rebounded
(32-53) in a game where
the free-throw shooting
improved, but the rest of
the offense struggled.
Wright State Women’s
basketball hosts Kent
State on Wednesday Dec.
7 at the Nutter Center at
7 pm. The Raiders will
look to get back on track
before hitting the road
again on Sunday Dec.
11 as they go to Champaign, IL to take on the
Fightin’ Illini of Illinois.

GO FROM ORDINARY TO EXTRAORDINARY!
Serving
lunch and
dinner.

Full-service
coffee bar!

Large
covered patio
and indoor/
outdoor TVs
& bars!

NOW OPEN! Enjoy a unique dining experience, hand-crafted
cocktails, and an extensive selection of craft beer and wine.
wanderinggriffin.com l 3725 Presidential Drive l Beavercreek, Ohio
Photo by: Joseph Craven

Our full-service coffee bar, aptly named Wanderlust, is
located in the heart of our brewery and pub. The coffee bar
is open daily 6:30 am – 3 pm. Drive thru coming soon!

Athlete Spotlight:
Mike LaTulip
Mark Browning
Contributing Writer
Browning.53@wright.edu

As the basketball season has kicked off the
Raiders have won five of
their six games. Senior
guard Mike LaTulip has
taken a less traveled road
to get to Wright State as
he transferred from the
University of Illinois.
His journey all started in high school where
LaTulip holds an impressive all-time scoring
record of 1,484 points as
he averaged 22.5 points a
game. After high school,
he went the University of Illinois where he
graduated with a degree
in Communications but
saw very limited minutes
in his 4 years of basketball for the Illini.
LaTulip still had another year of eligibility
to play basketball after
graduating, so he looked
for a school that would
test him and challenge
him with a bigger role on
the team. In search for a
team, LaTulip wanted
a team that “could win,
had a good coaching
staff, and that he could
play for.”
When LaTulip’s older brother was 4 and
started playing basketball, LaTulip was only
2. While watching his
older brother play he fell
facebook.com/theguardianonline
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in love with the sport
himself. Living in Illinois since he was eight,
LaTulip found the transition to Wright State
to be tough. As he grew
with his teammates they
helped him in his adjustment period.
When asked about a
player he looks up to
in the NBA, LaTulip
responded with Steph
Curry.
“This is before all the
Steph Curry hoopla, because I remember when
he was at Davidson as a
sophomore. 2007-2008
was really when I started to follow him and
like his game,” LaTulip
quickly added.
For LaTulip basketball
is more than just fame
and numbers and trying to recreate his high
school experience.
“After 4 years of playing for Illinois and learning even more about the
game of basketball, you
start to realize that it is
really not about what you
do individually and its
more about the relationships you build and who
you can impact,” LaTulip
said. He also mentioned
that having a good year
statistically would be icing on the cake, but his
main focus is just to see
how many people he can
have a positive impact
on in his final season.
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10 Arts & Entertainment
Tweets of the Week
cece
My dad thought Wings
Express was a restaurant
@wrightstate

Hannah Carico
People at Wright state need
to learn how to use a dang
roundabout

Bryce Bonnette
Professors who end class
early and tell you to enjoy
your break are the real MVPs
at Wright State

Madions Daniels
It’s taken me almost four
years at Wright State to realize it’s spelled “Oelman” and
not “Oleman”.

ryan
i really hope i get accepted
into wright state. so i can
change my school on tinder

HOROSCOPES
Aries (Mar. 21-Apr. 20)
You’ll be in uncharted waters over the break,
Aries, as you wander into the uknown world of
“dating.” Press your predecessors for tips and
tricks to make your date more successful. Our
advise? Don’t go on the date at all. Stay home
and become a shut-in. Lock up your heart and
your front door. It’s just safer that way.

Libra (Sep. 24-Oct. 23)
Libra, you are working it. You are incredibly
smart, attractive and your personality is a ten.
You are a credit to your generation and nothing
bad will ever happen to you. Ever. We swear it.
Now, go off and cure cancer. You lucky precipitation this week is: horse-sized hail.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22)
Taurus (Apr. 21-May 21)

Don’t sleep in your bed, there will be scorpions
It’s time to take a trip! The stars are twinkling,
crawling out of your mattress. Your roommate
which means you’ll be on the open road over
got angry and littered your room with eggs, and
the break. Don’t be surprised if you bump into
they’re ready to hatch. Don’t even ask him why.
a trucker named William. He has a big secret.
He doesn’t even remember why he was angry.
Make sure to ask him about his wife Lillian, and Just forgive him and plan some revenge.
don’t forget the tissues! Your lucky conversation
topic is: Graham cracker pie crusts.		

Sagittarius
(Nov. 23-Dec. 22)

Gemini (May 22-June 21)
Someone thinks you’re cute, Gemini. While this
should definitely bring a blush to your cheeks,
you should also be on your guard. If you’re not
careful, this person could hug-attack you from
behind and latch onto you like barnacle. You’ve
been warned. Your favorite conversation topic
is: Sending text messages in your sleep.

This winter break, you are traveling the world!
You are going to see everything, all in the back
of a gypsy caravan you encounter somwhere
in Romania. That’s right, you’ve been adopted
by gypsies, and, for some reason, you are okay
with that. Finally, you have that opportunity to
write that coming-of-age novel you’ve always
dremed of. Stay away from logs. STAY AWAY.

Capricorn (Dec. 23-Jan. 20)
What’s the dizzle, cancer? You’ve been angry
this week and a lot of people are wondering
why. Your loved ones aren’t even worried,
they’re just pissed. So pissed they will deliberately delete all of your papers from your laptop.
Your lucky password is: password.

Looking for love? There’s someone out there for
you, Capricorn, and they’re not far away. Get
up and walk 30 feet west. Stand there and flap
your arms, screaming “Caw! Caw! Caw!” like
a crow. The love of your life will swoop down,
and you’ll be lost on the wings of love! Your
lucky conversation topic is: Best materials for
building a nest.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 21)

Virgo (Aug. 22- Sep. 23)

You are a furious addition to the Tae-kwondo team, but you need to watch your hands,
because they will literally be deadly this week.
Take the week off and stay indoors. Don’t hold
anything fragile, because it will shatter instantly.

Stop turning up the music while other people
are trying to have a conversation in your car,
Virgo. People are sick of it, and so are the stars!
Your lucky conversation topic this week is:
typing speeds.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
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lexi
just overall confused why
@wrightstate sells parking spots
for residents but there’s never any
spots to park in?
lolo
needs to a tunnel from lot 4 @
wrightstate step ur game up
Yoon-Yay
Every time I complain about
Wright State, days that it rains
and snows reminds me how
blessed I am to go to a school
with a tunnel system

The Jumble
mix it up
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Answers: Dude,State, Cheese, MIami

Alyssa Carpenter
worst part about going to
Wright State...earlier spring
break than literally like every
single other college.

Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb.19)
You are so close to finding your life-long companion. Sometime this week you will encounter
your loved one on the side of the highway, however, it will be a diseased racoon. Rescue it and
you will be friends for life. It’s pretty smart, you
could probably teach it to fetch and open beers
for you. It’s favorite food is hambergers.

Pisces (Feb. 20-Mar.20)
Don’t give up on love, Pisces. Someone is out
there for you—actually, several people are
out there for you Pisces. You’ll have a ring of
lovers, all different and more erotic than the
next, within the next five years. Good luck and
practice safe sex!

Check back next week to read
more horoscopes!
Want to see your likeness in the
weekly comic? E-mail carwashbluescomic@gmail.com with your
photo!
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